
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Fan death is a South Korean urban legend (also found in Japan) which 
states that an electric fan, if left running overnight in a closed room, 
can cause the death of those inside (by suffocation, poisoning, or hypo-
thermia).  Fans manufactured and sold in Korea are equipped with a 
timer switch that turns them off after a set number of minutes, which 
users are frequently urged to set when going to sleep with a fan on.  
This is so widely believed that the press report it as fact :  “ The heat 
wave which has encompassed Korea for about a week, has generated 
various heat–related accidents and deaths.  At least 10 people died 
from the effects of electric fans which can remove oxygen from the air 
and lower body temperatures ”.  (Source :  The List Universe.) 
  



 

 
 
No one in the ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR MOVEMENT is a recog-
nized expert in the field of pest control products !!!  The FEAR–
MONGERERS from within the ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR 
MOVEMENT, like certain biologists, biochemists, doctors, ecologists, 
nurses, politicians, scientists, etc ... have repeatedly SPREAD HYS-
TERIA, PARANOIA, AND TERROR about pest control products with 
warnings that contain QUAINT, VAGUE, AND INACCURATE EX-
PRESSIONS like the following.  It’s like they all use the same script. 
 

Better  to be caut ious .  

Ev idence i s  growing .  

Ev idence i s  suggest ive .  

May be suggest ive.  

May cause cancer.  

May harm us.  

May need to protect .  

May pose a  threat .  

Needless  r i sk.  

New ev idence comes forward.  

Perhaps a  r i sk.  

Poisoning i s  diff icult  to diagnose .  

Poses  r i sks.  

Possib le  threat .  

Potent ia l  danger .  

Potent ia l l y  devastat ing.  

The r i sk  i s  too great .  

The word safe cannot  be  used.  

There i s  some r i sk  of  harm.  

They  may  be cancer–caus ing substances.  

We are  concerned.   



 

ALL ENVIRO–MANIACS from the ENVIRONMENTAL TERROR 
MOVEMENT heard using these phrases DO NOT KNOW WHAT 
THEY ARE TALKING ABOUT !  However, Health Canada DOES ! 
 
Since ENVIRO–MANIACS and their POLITICAL ALLIES have NO 
proof regarding the so–called threats of pest control products, they 
resort to these expressions.  They are skating on very thin ice.  Con-
sequently, these QUAINT, VAGUE, AND INACCURATE EX-
PRESSIONS are repeatedly employed.  Watch for these expressions. 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 


